As international law is required to govern a fundamentally different society from that within the state, it therefore has specific functions adapted to the needs of that society. Indeed, alleged imperfections so often complained of in international law are for the most part only structural features inherent to the system, since they correspond to the needs of international society.
Juan Antonio CarriUo Salcedo level. While the latter comprises, if only in principle, centralized and hierarchically organized social groups, international society is essentially a society of sovereign, independent states. Despite the great transformations which international organizations have brought about in the structure of international society, political power is still individually distributed among its members, and international law continues to be an eminently decentralized, little institutionalized, legal system. It is for this reason that in international law, states are both the legislators and the subjects of rules; consent by states is thus logically the keystone in the process of creating international legal rules.
In order for an obligation to be legally binding on sovereign states, they must have taken part in the process of developing it, or they must have accepted it Apart from the fundamental principles of the international legal order, which are inherent in the existence of the state and which the state cannot evade if it wishes to retain its status as such, no legal rule is universal in scope; it is in this sense that Combacau has stressed that general international law, as distinct from specific commitments among states, exists only as a tendency.
Likewise, since international society lacks the backbone which in state legal systems is represented by the institutionalization of political power, international legal rules are applied in a decentralized fashion. The result is that evaluation of a legal situation involving a state rests, in principle, on the state's discretionary power.
Sovereignty, in fact, implies the right to refuse being arraigned before a third party; hence the voluntary nature of commitment to arbitration, and the optional nature of the contentious jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice. States party to a dispute have systematically and categorically asserted that both must give their consent for the Court to exercise that contentious jurisdiction.
3.
In principle, moreover, most rules of international law are only authoritative for those subjects that have accepted them. The relativism of international law may thus lead to a clash between the unilateral legal claims of states, as each state is free to assess the scope of the obligations it has assumed and is on an equal footing with every other state as regards the interpretation of its commitments.
As Combacau has noted, 1 international norms are relative because their scope varies according to states' commitments: each state which has actively or passively subjected itself to the effects of those norms, is bound by them to every other state which has done die same. To be sure, the sovereign state must comply with international law, but it is up to each state to assess the requirements of that law in each situation and in each specific case. In the international legal system, as Reuter notes, the conditions and obligations of those subject to the law differ according to the state In consequence, the international system is not a consistent whole in which legality is an objective, homogeneous quality. Rather, it is more a jigsaw puzzle of subjective allegations and claims, all of which have merely presumptive value. As Weil wrote in his Cours giniral at the Hague Academy of International Law, the principle of 'Equivalence des pretensions' required by the equality of states means that 'le systeme international s'iclate en une multiplicity de representations subjectives et divergentes'?
The absence of any international authority superior to the state thus produces a series of legal consequences which shapes the actual physiognomy of international law. Two of these consequences, as Pierre-Marie Dupuy has stressed, are of prime importance: on the one hand, the absence of any objective determination of legality and, on the other, the haphazard nature of the consequences of breaching the law. 4 In other words, the rule of law has in principle no binding force for individual states unless they desired it, or have at least recognized and accepted it; the result is that the existence of a rule never by itself entails its applicability in a specific case that sets two given states against each other.
Further, international norms in no way differ from each other as their legal value and their effects are ultimately based on the will or acceptance of the states alone. One cannot in fact find in international law either the centralization of power that guarantees respect for the law, nor the hierarchical distinction between modes of elaborating general and individual rules. For Pierre-Marie Dupuy, this is a triple phenomenon of non-differentiation or, more exactly, equivalence: equivalence of the legal rules among themselves; equivalence of the rules for issuing these norms; and equivalence of the sources of international law among themselves.
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International norms are accordingly, as Combacau notes, undifferentiated: 6 their validity, like their effects, has no other ultimate basis than the will of or acceptance by the states for which they are law; unlike the model of domestic law, no hierarchical structuring among them is conceivable. The principal reason for this phenomenon lies in the fact that international legal norms proceed, albeit in different degrees, from the manifestation of the will of sovereign states. This voluntarism is certainly one of the essential features of classical international law. It also explains the existence of the subjectivist and discretionary features specific to a legal order of cc- .. the progress made in the institntionaiization, or integration and "globalization", of international society. As proof of mil, one may cite the multiplication of international organizations, the progressive substitution of an international law of cooperation for the daisical international law of coexistence, the emergence of the concept of an "unemotional community", and the attempts, at times successful, at subjectivizing it Testimony to this development may be found in the standing now accorded by international law to such concepts as obligations erga omnes, rules of jus cogens or the common heritage of mankind.' 'necessary' nature: states were caught up in a movement of cooperation because, in both economic and technical terms, they had become objectively interdependent In the light of these changes, Friedmann went on to consider, in die second part of his book, some of the theoretical foundations of international law. In his view, there was a need to distinguish between the international law of coexistence -governing inter-state relations of a diplomatic nature -and the international law of cooperation, reflecting the growing integration of the international social environment For Wolfgang Friedmann -as Charles Leben rightly emphasized in his Introduction to this Symposium 9 -international law was experiencing a twofold movement of extension: a horizontal extension following the great wave of decolonization, and a vertical one bringing within the field of international law questions hitherto treated only in national terms.
5.
Other authors, in contrast drew attention to the risks of a weakened international law, even going so far as to speak of an international law enfeebled by its own norms. The international normative system, as Weil stressed, 10 is ultimately, and has always been, none other than an instrument for achieving a threefold objective: to ensure each state respect for its sovereignty within its frontiers, and to regulate interstate relations of coexistence and of cooperation.
In recent years, part of the French school of international law, as Charles Leben has noted," has in fact sought to show what Jean Combacau calls die 'specific genius' of international law: namely, the presence of a unilateralist logic specific to a decentralized legal order constructed on the unilateral assessments of states with equal sovereignty. This logic does not disappear with the growth of international organization but on the contrary, tends to perpetuate itself within that very organization.
The international legal system obeys a mode of organization tiiat ignores power, whether it be of another state or of the community that the states or their peoples are deemed to constitute together. There follows a general principle according to which, Combacau insists, neither legal acts nor legal facts, whose legal effects are predetermined by the existence of an objective rule ordering them, will automatically produce the same effect in international law as they would in domestic law.
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6.
In my view, the functions of international law remain the assurance of inter-state coexistence and cooperation. However, I share Pierre-Marie Dupuy's view 13 in stres- The need for states to cooperate is becoming essential in a growing number of areas, where their interdependence is as apparent as their sovereignty. Thus, if some progress in international law exists today, it is undoubtedly due to this increasingly widespread perception of states' mutual dependence.
It seems clear to me that the international legal system has become less 'anarchical', because in the balance between coexistence and cooperation, the relative weight of these two elements has been shifting greatly in favour of the latter. In other words, the key point is that international society is perceived as a single human collectivity, and in consequence a multilateral approach to international law is required. From this approach stems the notion of a community of states as a whole (rather than as a collectivity of individual states) which, however imprecisely, evokes the idea of a sort of solidarity and profound unity of international society that transcends particular oppositions among states. This progressive affirmation of the notion of international community in contemporary practice and doctrine, together with the action long exercised by international organizations on the structure of the international legal system, explain the undeniable loss of ground by relativism, with the appearance of the notions of peremptory rules and obligations erga omnes in contemporary international law.
7.
In my view these three notions mark an ideological evolution of international society resulting from the advance of interdependency, which is in the course of changing the nature of international law. International life remains dominated by inter-state relations, but recourse to the notion of international community -an idea that ranks with those that Hauriou called the 'grandes idies dvilisatrices' li -is increasingly frequent because of the evocative force of the terms expressing it and because of the subordination of individual sovereignties to the common good that they suggest.
This ideological aspect has strengthened recently, and the absorption into contemporary international law of the values it encompasses has been rapid. This is the explanation for the ban on the use of force; the promotion of the right of peoples to self-determination; the recognition of human rights and efforts aimed at protecting them; the proclamation of such concepts as 'the interest of mankind as a whole', the 'international community of states as a whole' or me 'common heritage of mankind'. These formulae to varying degrees express an ideology that consists chiefly in picturing international society as a single human collectivity, the global nature of which consequently compels a multilateral approach to international law.
Under the influence of varied, heterogeneous factors associated with the growing awareness of interdependency, the steady affirmation of the existence of an international community, formed around a number of interests common to all its members, seems to me in fact undeniable. Weil too does not hesitate, despite his criticisms of this multiform concept, to accept that the notion of international community is 'la plus friquemment invoquic, la plus riche aussi en potentialitds de tous ordres'.
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However, he r"»'"t"'"s that substituting a 'community-based' international law for a 'state-based' international law, in Sir Robert Jennings' words, 17 would be unrealistic and even dangerous at a time when the system has not just to ensure the coexistence of nearly two hundred state entities but also to organize cooperation among them. The Utopian vision of an international community that is already deemed to exist, he insists, creates the illusion of progress without the reality. A realist vision of the society of states, founded on the distinction between the world as it is and the world one is seeking to create, is in his view the foremost factor for progress, and the only necessary one.
Nonetheless, Weil himself recognizes that whatever connotation be attributed to the expression 'international community', reference to it is tending to replace atomized, fragmented international society, made up of a tissue of bilateral relations dominated by national interests and do ut des, by the vision of a united and interdependent community. The society of states as it was known to classical international law, he writes, privile'giait l'Etat et sa souverainete'; la communaute' internationale, tellc que l'affectionne le droit international modeme, met 1'accent sur ce qui rasserable plut6t que sur ce qui separe. La reference a la communaute' internationale depasse l'effet de style et de mode : deriieie le glissement se'mantique se profile urte Evolution dans la conception mime du systeme international. The appearance of the notion of jus cogens in international law is the direct consequence of the social and historical development of international society, which has had a profound influence on the development of international law. The multiplication of links among states has in fact created a position where ordered coexistence becomes impossible without some sort of international ordre public, and indeed without certain specific rules requiring strict compliance.
These, then, are rules from which no derogation is permitted, and which can be amended only by a new general norm of international law of the same nature; rules that engender rights whose protection from the legal point of view concerns all states; and finally, rules which, if breached, bring specific legal consequences in relation to the duties and rights resulting from them for each of the states.
The paradox that at present characterizes jus cogens can be stated as follows: the acceptance of its existence in general international law seems increasingly less disputed, but without knowledge of its content being necessarily better than in 1969. In this connection the Restatement of the Law, by die American Law Institute, says that 'although the concept of jus cogens is now accepted, its content is not agreed on'.
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Indeed, one of die shortcomings of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties lies in the fact that the notion of 'an international community of states as a whole' is a vague one. This is the basis for Weil's criticisms. 20 He stresses that the fascination that the theory of jus cogens has for lawyers, presumably because of the importance it allots to the moral foundations of international law, has not prevented many of them from bringing an implacable indictment against it Of the most frequently levied accusations, Prosper Weil underlined three in his Cours giniral at the Hague Academy of International Law: 'la difficulty confinant a Vimpossibiliti, d'identifier les regies de jus cogens; le risque qu'eUe comporte pour la stabiliti des traitis; son incompatibility essentieUe, viscirale presque, avec la structure du systeme international'P Weil however recognizes that the theory of jus cogens is today part of positive law. It is nonetheless die case that die practical applications remain as rare as before die Vienna Convention. However, the introduction of the notion of jus cogens into treaty law has had the effect of causing two antagonistic and perhaps even irreconcilable logics to coexist within the international legal order the traditional one of the subjectivism of horizontal relationships among equally sovereign states; and the revolutionary one of the objectivism inherent in the notion of binding norms imposed on states.
The coexistence of these two contradictory conceptions, difficult in itself, is complicated by the existence of a gap between the respective strengths of each: for in the absence of an impartial third party empowered to decide what the peremptory rules of international law are, jus cogens is inevitably taken over by an intersubjective logic that could undermine the reasons that led to its consecration.
It would indeed be naive to believe that, given the frequent manifestations of this antinomy in a large number of questions, the second logic, namely the integrated hierarchical order, will end up replacing the former, the lateral dispersion of power among equal sovereignties.
9.
Moreover, it must be borne in mind that the appearance of the notion of jus cogens in contemporary international law came during a period marked by the legal revisionism defended by the states emerging from the decolonization process and the so-called 'socialist' states. 
10.
Be that as it may, in seeking to define the content of international jus cogens, we are compelled to think in terms of an institutionalized legal system marked by constant reference to the notion of 'international community as a whole*. The problem is that the logic of the peremptory rules requires the involvement of a judge, and that the international system does not have obligatory jurisdication. I wish, however, to stress the importance, in relation to the scope of jus cogens in contemporary international law, attaching to two features intrinsic to it: in the first place, these rules are all prohibitive; in the second place, and this is an essential point, they have a strong ethical connotation, to the extent that jus cogens tends to set certain greater values above power. This is why, despite the shortcomings of binding law and the difficulties of implementing it, the situation created by the juxtaposition of two logics -the objectivist and the subjectivist one -is, I feel, one of the most fertile in contemporary international law.
11.
Finally, the growing acceptance of the existence of obligations erga omnes, a notion closely bound up with that of jus cogens, also in my view constitutes new testimony to the transformations that have come about in contemporary international law. It means in fact a serious restriction of the relativism that had inspired and characterized classical international law, according to which a legal obligation existed for a state only to the extent to which it had accepted it, and that a set of legal conditions could not be applied to a state unless it had taken part in its creation or had recognized it Hopes were raised when international jurisprudence began to recognize that the legal effects of certain objective situations were applicable erga omnes: thus, in its Advisory Opinion of 11 April 1949 regarding the case on Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the UN,™ the International Court of Justice maintained that the members of the United Nations had created an entity endowed with objective international personality, and not just an entity recognized by them. It followed that the recognition of the personality of the Organization of the United Nations was applicable erga omnes and that the Organization could therefore engage in action against a non-member state, not just against Member States. 
Yet it was in its ruling
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This affirmation, is in my view, fundamental, because it has undoubtedly contributed to the progressive acceptance of the idea that in contemporary international law there exist norms which, since they are binding and not discretionary in nature, are set above the will of states.
Weil even goes further when he recognizes that the development in favour of the obligation erga omnes is certainly irresistible, because the theory tends to promote To be sure, its institutional dimension has not overshadowed the relational character of international law, which seems irreducible. As the late Ren6-Jean Dupuy stressed, 40 the forced coexistence of an integrated international society and one formed by the juxtaposition of state interests makes the task of organizing and unifying the international community, as it were, 'captive' to that antinomy. Yet the evolution of the international community and its legal order, international law, has had the consequence of increasingly clearly bringing out the insufficiency of classical international law, which is fundamentally individualist, and the need for a common order adapted to the dimensions of the planet and charged with protecting the general interest, if not indeed guaranteeing the survival of humanity. 
